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PREFACE

This paper

reviews efforts to divest and privatize

state-owned industries in five countries selected by AID/PPC:
Jamaica, Kenya,

Sudan, Indonesia and Bangladesh.

A note on

Malaysia is also included.
The study was to collect information from the USAID
Missions and host governments on:
a)
projects

The degree to which Missions are currently undertaking
in which the key foreign agency

involved is a state

owned corporation or parastatal;
b)

The possibility of

redesigning these projects to avoid

working with state-owned corporations;
c)

The possibility of

owned corporations;
d)

improving the efficiency of state

and

The political, institutional and economic constraints

which inhibit

these activities from being undertaken by the

private sector.
Visits to the countries were made during September and
October,

1983.

The assistance of the country Missions and

AID/W country desks in the preparation of the study is
gratefully acknowledged.

L.

Gray Cowan
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades public enterprises have played a
growing and,

ir, some cases, pervasive, role in the economies of

,developing countries.

This stems

in part from the nations'

colonial experience during which imperial administrations
directed the local economy.

At. independence state domination

of the economy was accepted more or

less automatically.

The new rulers also viewed government

control as the only

way to maintain economic independence in the face of what they
believed to be
socialism in

the neo-colonialist

threat.

They turned to

reaction to the capitalism of their colonial

administraters, which provided the
intervention.

ideological basis for state

A deep-seated suspicion of the motives of the

private sector, derived from earlier foreign control of
industrial development,

as well as popular resentment of

resident. ethnic minorities that. controlled most
distributive sector.

Together

of the

these added up to a perceived

need for rapid and massive indigenization and for the state to
play the role of protector of the
the

interests of

the majority in

new nation.
As a result.,

the growth of public enterprises has mushroomed

even though their performance has been increasingly called

into

question in recent. years as the rate of economic development has
slowed down.

These entities have assumed a bewildering array

of organizational

forms, financing and management arrangements,

and relationships

to the governments that

created them.
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There is no universal agreement even on the definition of the
term "public enterprise."
definition

Perhaps the most useful working

is that advanced by Robert

H. Floyd:

"any government-owned or controlled unit

that

produces and sells industrial, commercial, or
financial goods and services t.o the public.
Although a more rigid definition seems both
elusive and undesirable in view of the variety of
legal and organizational forms encountered in
various countries...it is perhaps useful to
require that the revenues of public enterprises
should be more or less related to their output. and

that. at least some day-to-day operational autonomy
should be in the hands of the managers of the
enterprise rather than the ministerial
authorities. "1/
This definition does not., however, distinguish between
enterprises wholly owned and controlled by the state and those
in which the state shares majority or minority equity with the

1/ Robert H. Floyd, Some Topical Issues Concerning Public
Enterprises, IMF Document. No. DM/83/57, July, 1983, p. 75
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private sector.

The term "parastatals" is sometimes used to

refer to the latter category, but. again there is no generally
accepted usage.

The World Bank has adopted the term

"state-owned enterprise," which is defined as covering:
"all state-owned industrial and commercial firms,
mines, utilities and transport companies as well
as financial intermediaries...SOEs are
distinguished from the rest. of the government
because their revenues come from the sale of goods
and services and because they are self-accounting
and have a separate legal identity."2/
Presumably this term includes state entities such as cereal,
cocoa or tea Marketing Boards which are regulatory in nature.
They are expected to raise revenues and at the same time shield
farmers from international price fluctuations.

For the

purposes of this paper "state-owned enterprises" will be used
without regard to the specific public/private ownership
proportions.
The proliferation of SOEs and their expansion into new
fields has caused mounting concern among LDC governments that
they have created a fiscal monster that may devour them.

The

World Development. Report. 1983 highlights the large budgetary
claims made by SOEs everywhere.

A recent. sample of 27

2/ World Bank, World Development. Report.,

1983, p. 75.
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developing countries found that net. budgetary payment to non
financial SOEs averaged more than 3% of Gross Domestic Product.
(GDP).
10%.

In Sri Lanka this figure was 11%; in Zimbabwe more than
These expenditures pose a major financial drain; a 5%

increase in SOE revenues and 5% decrease in costs would be
enough in finance all of Tanzania's expenditures on health or
two-thirds of Mali's out.lays on education and twice those on
health. 3/
It is not surprising, then, that. many LDC governments
are seeking to reduce the SOE burdens.

LeRoy Jones summarizes

the problems opecating SOEs in these t.erms:
"Public enterprises are called upon to pursue a
mix of commerical and non-commercial objectives
which can include such diverse goals as earning
profits, redistributing income, subsidizing
particular regions and sectors, earning foreign
exchange, generating employment and increasig the
probability that the party in power will be
reelected. "4/
He argues that,

3/ World Development Report, 1983, pp. 74-5
4/ LeRoy P. Jones, Enterprise in Less Developed Countries,
Cambridge, Cambridge University press, 1982, p. 4.
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"Contrary to the economists' assumptions, public
enterprises came into being not only because of
market failure but because of socio-political
exigency and interest-group activity...

In

developing countries authority is represented very
strongly in the state because other institutions
of modernization and mobilization are weak.

Hence

the dominant. social force is also dominant in
government and this allows the mobilization of
public enterprise for the consolidation of
power."5/
There would appear to be no inherent reason why an
efficiently run public enterprise should not be as profitable
as those in the private sector--indeed, there are examples of
successful SOEs in a number of developing countries.

But for

the most. part SOEs have suffered staggering losses, placing a
strain on national budgets and failing to produce the public
savings for new investment. for which they were established.
There are three major reasons for the unprofitability of
producing SOEs:

5/ Ibid, pp. 50-53
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(1) The initial undertaking was a poor investment
choice.

This may have resulted from inadequate planning,

misperceptions about the product market

or decisions on the

enterprises geographic location being made for political, not
economic, reasons.
(2) Inefficient management.

This may be attributable in

part to the quality of management. available--all too often
managers were simply transferred from the civil service and
with them the bureaucratic mentality that paid little heed to
minimize costs.
Moreover, all too often SOE managers were given little
incentive to operate profitably; the system of rewards was
strongly influenced by political not. performance considera
tions.

Failing SOEs were propped up long after a private firm

would have succumbed in the market,
skilled, were unlikely to exert
they were not. held account.able

and managers, however

themselves to the full when
for

results and were constantly

subject. to political interference with their decisions.
Also, government

ministries failed to set

clear

objectives for the industries under their supervision.
political leaders often failed

The

(sometimes intentionally) to

distinguish between economic and social goals leaving
performance ill defined or non-existent..

And SOEs have been

subject. to orders from conflicting government. bureaucracies.
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3) At times, political considerations dominated the
management of state enterprises at some points overcame all
other considerations.

Appointments to boards of directors, for

example, were made to repay political debts, take care of old
cronies, build support. among the military, enrich civil
servants or to achieve a host of other non-business
objectives.

Not surprisingly, many managers with professional

training either joined the private sector or left for greener
pastures outside the country.

Those that remained could do

little, in t.he face of such confusing political to operate SOEs
successfully.
The Search for Relief
For some fifteen years after achieving independence,
most. developing countries were able to ignore the growing
deficits of their SOEs.

Markets for their primary products

remained reasonably buoyant, and development was supported by
external aid, borrowing and the introduction of new
technologies.

However,

increasing demands began to be made on

national revenues to meet education, health care and rural
infrastructure.

Limits to taxing domestic agricultural and

mineral producers began to be reached.

Governments' ambitions

eventually exceeded their abilities to sustain current levels
of development. spending.

Thus, the point was reached when the

luxury of financing the deficits of the SOEs, whose share of
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gross fixed capital formation rose from 17% to 24%

in Kenya, by

the late 1970's, for example, from current revenues or
borrowing was no longer feasible.

Limits on domestic revenues,

reduction in foreign aid, and mounting debt service payments
and foreign exchange shortages caused governments to search for
expenses to cut and revenues to raise.

One obvious answer was

to reduce or get rid of the millstone of money-losing SOEs.
Changing ideology also played a role in the quest for
relief.

The socialism of the sixties had not proved t.o be a

panacea as expected.

It had not

and popular energies;

indeed, it. had actually impedied

mobilized community resources

development by repressing individual initiative, especially in
t.he agricultural sector.

Except. for a few die-hard ideologies

like Nyerere in Tanzania, by t.he lat.e seventies Third World
leaders began t.o consider pragmatic solutions, one of the most
attractive of which was greater reliance on the private sector.
Privatization found support

in the most unexpected

quarters such as Hungary and China. 6/

Commit.ted Socialists

like Sekou Toure of Guinea made urgent. appeals for privat.e
Western investment. 7/

Such pragmatism and realism born of

6/ cf. Elliot Berg, Changing the Public-Private Mix, IMP
Document. DM/83/10 Feb. 1983, pp. 6-7
7/ cf. Pauline H. Baker, Obstacles t.o Private Sector Act.ivit.ies
in Africa, Memorandum prepared for the Bureau of Intelligence
and Research, Dept. of State, Jan. 1983, p. 23.
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economic necessity and ideological disenchantment has
engendered new approaches to the SOE problem as well.

Chief

among these are divestiture or liquiduation, creation of
competition between the public and private sectors and
contracting out management of money-losing SOEs to foreign or
domestic firms in the hope of bringing them to profitability or
at. least

to the break-even point..

Several governments have

begun to use a mix of all three, placing greater emphasis on
the one that best meets their particular financial or political
circumstances.
In these cases, the ultimate goal of the LDC governments
is to more effectively harness the energies of the private
sector and to reduce the role of government in the economy to
that of regulator and watch-dog.

In countries where substantial

private liquidity is available, privitization policies provide
governments an opportunity to not only to transfer production
facilities out. of the public sector, but also to allow the
private sector to better meet. the popular demand for new or
higher quality goods and services.
Divestiture, the sale of government-owned firms to the
private sector,
procedure.

is gaining popularity but. is not. a simple

Governments that, are tempted to try it. often

hesitat.e because the met.hod of accomplishing divestment

is not

clear and the results are not always what is expected.

Apart
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from the fact

that private sector buyers

for money-losing

SOEs

are, not surprisingly, difficult to find, outright sale of
government-owned assets often presents formidable political
obstacles.

Where enterprises were previously acquired by

nationalization consequent. upon revolution or regime change, as
in the case of Bangladesh, it. is comparatively easy to identify
former owners who, given sufficient

incentive, may be prepared

to take back and operate their properties.

Where the prior

owners have been expelled from the country, local entrepreneurs
may be willing to buy t.he entities, particularly where the
assets were once profitable.
Disposing of the government's portion in a mixed public/
private business is more complicated.
can be sold through the stock market

The government's share
to individual investors,

but few developing countries have viable stock exchanges.
any case, as Berg points out.,

In

buyers tend to see such a

government offering as a form of distress sale to be pick up at.
bargain prices, which is the reverse of the government's
intent ions.8/
The political questions arising from the sale of
national assets are sometimes even thornier, wit.h many vested
interests opposing divestiture.
only runs into

Disposing of an ent.erpri:ue not

objections from board members and managers who

8/ Berg, op. cit., p. 12.
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have enjoyed lucrative sinecures in the SOE's, but also from
officials fearing unwelcome revelations of personal gain at the
expense of the firm.

Political opponents may charge that the

government is giving away national assets to investors,
domestic or foreign, at below market prices, and may lay
accusations of personal profit to the leadership in power.
Trade unions fear higher unemployment.,
private ownecs will want
increase efficiency.

if SOEs are sold, since

to reduce the number of employees to

A case in point. is the strong objection

of Malaysia's trade union federations to the government's
divestiture of port facilities.
Some observers argue that. divestiture is not. a practical
method to reduce budgetary losses because the major
money-losers in the public sectors such as railroads or
electric-power generating systems, are not
for disposal.

likely candidates

Moreover, the loss of trade-union good will by

the government, is not. worth the risk

in other cases, where the

industries proposed for divestment are not. labor-intensive.
Offsetting these considerations, however, is the fact that
divestiture in Malaysia and elsewhere has attracted widespread
popular support. from those not

directly affected.

Divesting

government. operat ions also is the most. visible sign of a
regime's intention 1.o rely more heavily on the privat.e sector,
and may therefore encourage additional assistance from external
donors and lenders and divestiture may eventually result in a
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better allocation of available resources and reduced
credit.
absorption by the public sector.

Even where the benefits of

divestiture are not as great. as hoped for initially,
it

is an

important tool in promoting economic growth and the governments
that, rely on it need to be supported in their efforts.
Where governments retain SOE's for political, security
or national prestige reasons, the enterprises can still
be made
more efficient and, hopefully, even profitable, by reducing
the
disincentives under which they now operate.

Present. managers

can be retrained and new managers chosen for their professional
skills, not their political connections.

Once in place,

managers can be freed from day-to-day interference and
held
accountable for, clear performance cojectives -- and
rewarded
for their fulfilling them.

(An objective evaluation system is

particularly important. in t.hose cases where management.
has
little influence on other government, policies that

create

artificial pricing distortions.)
In some instances SOE's have been distanced from
political interference by interposing an independent,
board or
committee between management. and the responsible government
ministries.

As for setting performance standards where profit.

maximization is the goal, the government, must. make a
clear
distinction between this and subsidiary social objectives
for
the enterprise.

It can then earmark subsidies to offset, losses

attributable to the non-profit-making operations.
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Senegal has adopted the contrat plan experiment in which
the government draws up a three-year plan with an SOE outlining
the specific performance standards it expects the SOE to meet.
Where the government permits, limited

competition between

SOE's and the private sector, a basis for comparing their
profitability can be established, provided the private entities
are not. subject to regulations not applicable to the public
enterprises.
Another device successfully used in some countries to
increase efficiency and reduce political interference is the
foreign management contracts.

Such a contract is usually drawn

up for a specified time period, during which indigenous
managers and technicians are to be trained to replace the
expatriates.

In this way developing countries gain management

skills, presumably a more efficient industry and easier access
to foreign credits and technology.

In particular, foreign

managers are apt. to be more insulated from local political
pressures and more capable of resisting union demands for
feather-bedding.9/
A variant of the management contract is the leasing
arrangement used, for example, by the Jamaican government to
extricate itself from money-losing nationalized hotels.

In

9/ Berg cites the successful example of the Juba sugar project
in Somalia under Booker International (Berg, op. cit., pp.
15-16).
An equally successful case is the Arkel International
management. of the Kanena Sugar Project in Sudan.
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this case the external management. refurbished and operated the
hotels in return for a share of the profits.

The government

solved its management problem while increasing the incentive of
the establishment's management to maximize profits.

Leasing is

more suited to service industries than to commodity-producing
SOE's.

Neither leasing nor contract management accomplishes

full divestment.,

of course; however,

if they set all enterprise

on the road to profitability, the government will find outright
sale easier at a later point..
Finally, a number of governments have experimented with
contracting to private entrepreneurs services which would more
usually performed by government agencies or ministries.

As Berg

cites examples, ranging from education, health care and agricul
tural extension to urban transportation.

In some cases private

sector firms are permitted to compete with government-operated
services;

in others, the government abdicates the field

entiwely to competing private companies. In bot-h cases t.he
government expects market
greater efficiency.

forces to lead to cost cutting and

(This is not always successful, however,

because the quality service may decline unacceptably since the
private provider seeks to maximize profits and a private mono
poly, if one arose, could be just as inefficient as a public
one.)

Contracting out. services is not true privatization since

government

retains ultimate control.

But

it does place greater

responsibility on the private sector and thus to increase the
sector's capacity to undertake complex service operations.
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Direct divestiture and other steps to reduce the number
of state owned commodity and service enterprises have become
widespread within the past few years, reflecting a profound
change in the attitude of LDC governments to the public/private
mix.

This trend is likely to continue, because its underlying

causes - the shift from ideological convictions of the
immediate post-independence period and the increased financial
limits on LDC governments show no signs of being reversed,
decreasing external donor aid will put a premium on reducing
subsidies t.o existing state-owned enterprises still further, to
free up domestic resources for other development activities.
Overall, privatization move will be spotty and often
sporadic.

Governments will be seeking outside help though the

national leadership alone must squarely face the domestic
political obstacles.

It is the responsibility of the govern

ments to improve the general climate for private sector invest
ment through structural adjustments in macro-economic policies.
If they do so, with the help of AID and other donors.
open up opportunities for private entrepeneurs.

They can

In fact, the

relationship between the public and private realms has already
become increasingly blurred in many countries.

Governments

invest, in private enterprise while private entrepreneurs manage
government

industries and government

officials simultaneously

sit on the boards of public and private companies.

Despite
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this untidyness, confidence in the private sector is growing,
and it will be up to the private sector to prove that it is
capable of producing better results than a quarter century of
public ownership has been able to achieve.

//1

JAMAICA

Historically in Jamaica, the state and private sector,
has been closely intertwined.

During the colonial period

private industrial growth was protected by tariff walls that
reduced competition in the domestic market.

The state

increasingly entered into areas of production and services that
would have remained the preserve of the private sector in most
Western countries.

Since independence, and more particularly

in the years of the Manley government, the state often became
the refuge of last resort as larger numbers of businesses
failed as a result of the growing economic crisis of the
seventies. Privat.e industrial opezations were brought under
state control partly because of the t.hreat of increased
unemployment.
The result. was to create the inordinately complicated
and tangled ,.kein of government run enterprises and parastatals
that now dominates the Jamaican economy.

There are more than

1200 statutory bodies, committees and government operated or
controlled entities involved in virtually every aspect of
economic activity.

Many have overlapping functions and

directors and ill-defined responsibilities.
For examples, the Ministry of AgriculLure has charge of
four funds financed out. of its own budget, fifteen statutory
bodies administered directly by it,
by Ministerial grants.

and four others financed

The Ministry has also a majority or

minority interest in seventy-eight public enterprises.

There

is also the Coconut Industry Board, which controls two
parastatal companies and seven subsidiary firms, all of which
are related, directly or indirectly, to the production and
marketing of coconut by-products alone.
Theoretically, each firm is expected to earn a profit; in
practice, the vast bulk of them operate at. a loss.

The 250

largest parastatals accumulated an estimated collective deficit
of two to three hundred million dollars Jamaican ($1.00 U.S. =
roughly $3.00 Jamaican).

Government ministries either directly

cover the deficits of the parastatals or guarantee their bank
overdrafts.

The Ministries exert little effort to oversee

either the enterprises' operations, or their accounting so that
neither incentive nor penalty is provided for to discourage
continued losses.
The public service parastat.als fare no better than product
producing ones.

The Jamaica Public Service Company, the

island's producer and distributor of electricity, which is 99%
government owned, operated at a loss of $SJ 3 million last

year

and there is little or no prospect of any to improve its
balance sheet.

The company was in private hands until 1970

when the government bought it because officials considered it
to be too vital a service for the private sector.

The

company's operating loss is due in part to deteriorating
equipment, a growing debt burden, and more particularly, an
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inability to collect its bills from individual consumers and,
to an even greater extent, from the government itself.
Consumers, especially in the poorer districts of Kingston, have
a propensity to forcefully resist the meter-readers and to
assume that electical service is theirs as a matter or right.
In the case of the government,

it would, as one company

official commented, be "politically embarassing" to cut off the
several ministries that have delinquent bills of several
hundred thousand dollars each. The company also faces
staggering maintenance problems with its aging generating
plants and der.ends on the government. to arrange foreign loans
to replace equipment and add new capacity.

The National Water

Commission which is being forced by the government to take over
dist.ribut.ion systems formerly controlled by local government
units, is in a simular situation.
winning money loser;

Jamaica Railways is the

it is reputed to have made its last profit

in 1887.
Jamaica's parastatals suffer from a combination of lack of
managerial skills and a failure by the government

to provide

either clear objectives or sound mechanisms to monitor the
objectives.

Although a new group of junior level managers will

be slowly emerging, there is a critical gap at the middle
levels because of the heavy migration of skilled managers from
the island during the troubled period of the seventies.

The
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government is trying to recruit some of them back but few are
likely to return until the prospects for advancement become
clearer; in any case those who do return will probably be more
attracted to private firms, where they can earn better salaries.
The Seaga government is requiring all SOE's to produce
operating and financial plans designed to make them financially
viable within three years.

But. in many cases the firms lack

the necessary managerial or accounting capabilities, and few
plans are being developed.

Moreover, the Ministry of Finance,

to which the plans are submitted, lacks employees with
sufficient experience to judge the validity of the documents.
Heading the SOE's and parast.atals are Boards of Directors,
to which management is responsible.

The Boards vary greatly in

quality; some members take an active interest in the welfare of
the firm, while others are mere figureheads.

Many are ownezs

and managers of private sector firms and have substantial
business skills, but board appointments are undoubtedly
influenced by politics.

There has been a marked change in

board make-up since the election of Seaga, although many of
those ousted have remained his close advisers.

Many board

members serve without pay because of the traditional high sense
of public service held by the old Jamaican elite; in any case,
they frequently have substantial personal wealth.

The maze of

interlocking directorates mean some individuals serve on
several boards simultaneously, leaving them little time to
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devote to any one enterprise except their own.

Thus, SOE

managers usually have only limited access to the expertise of
their Directors but in those cases where the Directors have
become involved in day to day management., they have been very
helpful, especially in the area of financial planning.
In a country as small as Jamaica the distinction between
public and private service is inevitably blurred.

Most

prominent. private sector executives from old and well-known
merchant families have been, and will continue to be,
associated with the government, no matter who is in power;
ideology and political commitment does not greatly affect their
view of public service.

The question of conflicting public and

private interests never appears to be a matter of major concern.
The Jamaican proclivity for creating multiple public,
quasi-public and private entities has been termed by one
executive as the "Jamaican disease."

New entities are

constantly being established but in few cases does this lead to
the dissolution or elimination of an old one whose functions
could be taken over.

Both continue to employ staffs that

further burden government

resources.

Any attempt. to merge

organizations is strongly resisted, since doing so would cut
t.he number of jobs or diminish of the importance of one
Ministry or another. Thus, the Jamaica National Investment
Promotion Company exists alongside the Jamaica National Invest
ment Company, the Jamaica National Tourist. Board and the
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Jamaica National Export Company, as well as a host of other
governmental bodies involved in producing, marketing and
promoting individual products. Often private groups engage in
the same activities, but make no serious effort. to coordinate
their efforts.

The Seaga Government

and the Private Sector

The election of Edward Seaga and the JNP to replace
Manley's PNP in 1980 was expected, based on Seaga's plat.furm

promises, to reverse the nation's socialist. trend in the
disastrous Manley years. Seaga's public goal of establishing a
new foundation for Jamaican economic growth through a reliance
on t.he private sector led to a rapid rise in investor opt.imism
and, particularly after Seaga's first. official visit to the
United States,

to a substantial

inflow of foreign assistance.

The economy grew about. 2% in 1981, but has since slowed
subst.antially as a result. of declining foreign markets for
Jamailcan bauxite, sugar and bananas, causing a serious foreign
exch inge crisis and forcing down imports.
.eaga appears to believe wholeheartedly in t.he efficacy of
the private sector to restore economic health to the country.
Despite his public statements to the contrary, there was some

initial suspicion that

he might

be something of a closet.

socialist, given not only the political base of hi

Jamaica

Labor Party but also the intellectual tradition of the
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British Labor Party that
circles.

Moreover,

is present in Jamaican university

labor unions have long been a strong force

in Jamaican politics and some observers questioned whether any
political party could resist their demands.
Seaga initiated an export promotion strategy in place of

Manley's emphasis on import. substitution.

With the aid of a

Worid Bank structural adjustment loan, Seaga hoped to make
institutional and economic changes to bring about a new era of
self-reliant economic growth.

However, t.he world economic

recession as well as domestic political and economic obstacles
to the implementation of Seaga's new program have prevented the
full realization of his vision, at least. at the speed he
anticipated.
Some of Seaga's domestic difficulties stem from his
personality.
of Manley;

He does not have the charisma and popular charm

rather, he is an intense, serious and somewhat

private person with only a few trusted advisors. Seaga is an
extremely hard worker who feels he must oversee the most minute
details of government operations.

He absorbs and retains an

immense amount of data which he cites, sometimes to the dismay
of his audience, in all his public speeches.

This passion for

detailed oversight makes his office a bottleneck in the deci
sion making process, the more so since he holds three minis
terial portfolios as well as being the head of government.
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He is apparently prepared to listen to advice but in the
ultimate he will do his own analysis and make the policy
decisions.

The fact that power is so concentrated in his

office puts a premium on personal relat ions with him.
Seaga's success in emphasizing the privat.e sector will
largely turn on the degree of confidence his government, is able
to inspire in its program.

After the initial euphoria of 1981,

the private sector lost some of its enthusiasm in 1982 and 1983
because of declining export. markets and depressed domestic
demand. The government's problems

in arranging

international

loans further sapped private investor confidence.

A survey of

the business climate completed in May, 1983 pointed up some of
the 1,rivate sector's doubts about. the regime.

Though the

business community had largely opposed Manley aid welcomed
Seaga's new financial and trade policies, conseq'ent changes
and upheavals have led to a feeling that. the government, is
moving too rapidly, is losing control of economic events, and
is not listening closely enough to the private sector.
But the major objection of business to the Seaga government.
derives from the continued difficulty getting new vent.ures
under way.

Despite the efforts of the Jamaican National

Investment Promotion Agency, designed L.o provide "one-st.op"
advice and guidance for

potential foreign investors, bot-h

foreigners and Jamaicans complain of bureaucratic ineptitude,
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red tape and extremely complex official approval procedures for
new businesses.

Ease of access to financing and simplification

of foreign exchange regulations ranked high in the desires of
business as did the need for more technical and marketing
information.

The survey concluded:

"There is no evidence of

strong ideological opposition to the level of state regulation
of the economy.

The more dominant feeling is that of business

inititative being strangled by bungling, inefficient and
time-wasting bureaucratic agencies who wear out the patience of
entrepreneurs anxious to get

investment projects moving.

These

agencies are seen as controlling the the fate of the private
sector while being totally lacking in in any real sense of what
has to go into a successful business venture."
At the same time, however, complaints about government
interference and bureaucratic delay must. be balanced against
the reliance of the private sector on the government to protect
it from unfair (i.e. external) competition.

After benefitting

from generations of protection, exporters and importers are not
happy to find themselves exposed to the buffeting of the
international market. place.

"Orderly marketing" was a theme to

which private businessmen constantly returned in the survey;
they believed that not everyone, for example, should be allowed
to market. an important export product like coffee because of
quality considerations and its high foreign exchange value.
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There seemed to be general agreement that the only way to
achieve "orderly marketing" was through governmental control or
at the very least. governmental

regulation -- which may be a

commentary on the faith of the business community in real
private sector act.ivity.

Future Encouragement of the Private Sector

The Seaga government's effort to reverse the increase in
stata control and ownership under the Manley regime has led to
experiments in divestiture and contract leasing; both have
provided some successes.

Despite the new leadership's

rhetoric, only two relatively minor companies have been
divested.

Five or six other cases have been before the

Divestment Committee for some time, but. no decisions have yet
been reached.

The Committee is made up of private

entrepreneurs and has no real st.aff to prepare cases for
Committee consideration.

The procedure for finding pot.ential

buyers and investors is somewhat haphazard and appears to rely
largely on an old-boy network.
The very slow progress in divesting parastatals is primarily
due to the refuf;al of investors to take an interest in
companies that have been consistent

money losers in the past

unless the government offers them at. concessionary prices.

But
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the government continues to insist on top market prices for
fear of disposing of national property at less than its full
value exposing itself to charges of corruption and favoritism.
One Ministry has, for example, refused an offer of $US 5
million for several thousand acres of land on the grounds that
the price did not meet the minimum return required by law of 2%
on government-owned land and 5% on all improvements made to it;
as a result, the land remains in government hands, deriving no
revenue whatever.

(Businesses might also fear renationalization,

although the government

is proud of the fact that

it has never

taken over a firm without compensating the former owners.)
Leasing arrangements have proved to be a success in the
case of the hotels nationalized by the Manley government.
Under state control the amenities of the hotels had seriously
deteriorated, and they required extensive refurbishment to turn
a profit. Four hotels have been leased under management
contracts with

the Jamaican government sharing the return

after paying a proportionate portion of the renewal costs.
Negotiations to make the same arrangement are underway for a
fifth hotel, but. the government has refused other offers so
far.

Neither investment nor leasing holds out the prospect of

short run large-scale reversion to private hands, but both
devices, if they succeed, could very well encourage private
entrepreneurship in the longer term.
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The public utilities sector presents bleaker outlook for
privatization.

Burdened with debt, obsolescent equipment and a

negative cash flow, neither the electric company nor the Water
Supply Commission are candidates for early conversion.
Moreover, government control over these monopolies remains a
prime political issues, since handing them over to the private
sector would evoke popular protest.
One of the brightest hopes for promoting the private sector
lies in developing of a new generation of entrepreneurs out of
the welter of small businesses that have begun to sprout in the
larger communities of the island

It will be years before even

a few of them emerge as medium sized enterprises, but they will
be the proving ground for a new group of merchants who may be
more willing to take risks than those in the old-established
private sector. The National Development Foundation and the
Small Business Association, both supported by AID, are in the
forefront of the movement to encourage beginning businesses.
The Foundation, in particular,
one official put it.,

is setting out. to prove that,

as

"Jamaicans are all entrepreneurs at. heart

if they are left alone."

The Foundation makes loans to

individuals who present. a viable commercial proposition.

They

are initially investigated and then carefully monitored and

assisted with advice on basic business practice and product.
marketing until they are able to manage by themselves. Loan
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repayments are made directly to the Foundation's field officers
on a monthly schedule.

After nearly three years of operation,

the program has a delinquency rate is only slightly over 5% of
the loans made. Obviously, small businesses, however successful,
will not alone transform the Jamaican economy but by demon
strating to the fledgling businessman that he can get along
without. the protection of, or interference from, the state they
may help encourage greater successes in the future.

Implications for AID Policy
The theme most frequently reiterated by Jamaican officials
at every level is the necessity for expanded management
training, particularly in the area of fiscal policy and
control. The management gap left by extensive migration of
recent years has affected both the public and private sectors.
In the Jamaica Public Service Company, for example, there is a
severe shortage of top management; the Company has been unable
to secure a controller to be in charge of fiscal policy
analysis despite a lengthy search.

Because of their proximity

to the United States, Jamaican managers are fully aware of
current. advances in information systems and are ready and
willing to use them if trained personnel becomes available.
Jamaica is close to changeing from an LDC to a middle level
country in terms of education level and national income.
Unlike many third-world countries, politics in Jamaica is no
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longer a zero-sum game; better opportunities exist outside
politics and government, than within it.

The problem lies

instead in maximizing the capability of the younger educated
group to understand and seize the opportunities presented by
private sector activity.
Jamaica will continue to need external help to make the
structural adjustments required for long term economic
advance.

Assistance with fundamental agricultural problems,

such as that being offered with U.S. assistance by Agro 21, is
seen as crucial to the government's goals of achieving food
self sufficiency and expanding exports.

Aid to some public

sector entities will still be required, although the emphasis
should be on those most likely to arrive at a point of
profitability where they will become attractive to the private
investor.
The stage is being set in Jamaica for a substantially
greater role for individual inititative.

Overall polit.ical

will is there, despite occasional stumbles.

Now the primary

task is to train the necessary actors to play the roles in the
new system.

KENYA

Parastatals were part of Kenya's colonial heritage, and
have played an increasing role since independence

in 1960.

Agricultural marketing boards were established by the British
colonial administration

to satisfy the peculiar

colonial relationship and became the

"normal" method of

operation, they were simply carried over
Almost

by definition, the colonial

every aspect

demands of the

by the new government.

rulers intervened

in almost

of the economy, and over a period of years caused

the average Kenyan to become dependent

on government for

decision and initiative.
Upon achieving

independence, the government

found additional

reasons to participate (and interfere) in the economy.
government believed its

intervention to be the surest means of

accelerating balanced development and attracting
capital, as well as b.inging about

Kenyanization

indigenization) of economic activity as
Without

The

foreign
(that is,

rapidly as possible.

government direction Africans would have little

possibility of gaining control

over

their own economic future.

the main source of capital and the

Government was
such management

repository of

skills as existed in the African population;

consequently people naturally assumed that
play a major role

initially the

in every part of

the economy.

government

would

There was,

however, a somewhat. ill-defined expectation that,

entrepreneurial skills spread,
its directing

role.

as

the government would relinquish
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A predominant government. role was regarded as peculiarly
critical for Kenya because the Indian population controlled the
great bulk of the commercial,

industrial and distributive

sectors of the economy Africans had been virtually excluded
from these areas during the colonial period, and The
independent government was determined to provide the economic
opportunities for the African population, even by forcibly
eliminating the Indian entrepreneur's favored position.
From the oulset, t.hen, the Kenyan government. reorganized
its inherited parast.atals, created new ones, and invested in
new private ventures to diversify the economy.

While these

policies may have been understandable and necessary in the
initial post-independence period the result. was that by 1983
the number of parast.at.als had multiplied enormously.

This has

caused very serious financial problems for the governmont., and,
paradoxically, has impeded, rat.her than promoted, the cause of
Kenyanization, by strengthening foreign ownership of industria]
production facilities.

Parastatals in Kenya Today
A recent. government, report lists 147 statutory boards
with specific functions established by Act. of Parliament.
These boards and the government
companies.
interest

together

are sole owners of 47

In addition, the government. has a controllitig

in 36 companies and minority holdings in anotner 93
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firms.

The Kenya Government, then, has some degree of

interest, in a total of 176 companies which, combined with the
statutory boards, creates government involvement in 323
entities.

The government owns shares in almost every private
sector activity including shoes, sugar, tires, alcohol,
pharmaceuticals, canning, mining, drilling, hotels, vehicles,
radios, fishing, engineering and feed processing, to name only
a few.

In theory, if not in practice, the government's

interests are overseen by the Parastatals Advisory Committee,
which consists of five representatives of government and four
from the private sector.

The Committee function is to advise

policies toward existing parastatals,

the government on:

proposals to establish new ones, on the reorganization uf all
parastatals and, in view of the recent changes in government
policy, suggestions to dissolve old ones.

The Committee draws

on the technical advice of an InspecLorate of Statutory
Boards.

The importance of the Committee and the effect of its

recommendations on government policy is difficult to gauge,
however, it is expected to submit. a report on the possibilities
in the near future.
As in most

other countries,

Kenya's parastatals have

been a financial disaster to the government.

Direct equity and

loan investments by the government rose from $24 million in

1970-71 to $77 million in 1975-76 and peaked at. nearly $117
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mill~on in 1979, absorbing 16.5% of total
civil expenditure by
government. ministries. On top of this
the government
guarantees more than $600 million in
loans on behalf of
parastatals. Of this cumulative total
commitment of some
$1,400 million, the Working Party on
Government Expenditure
estimates that possibly $350 million
may eventually have to be
written off. 1 ' Even these estimates
are admitted to be
conservative.
For such a large investment, the Kenyan
government has
seen little return. The Working Party
reported that at a
return of 10%, the government realize
some $90 million a year,
but in 1979 only $4.5 million was received
in dividends and
this from only six parastatals; some
fifty-six companies have
paid no return at all on the government's
invest.ment. The
government's reputation has been tarnished
the large number of
unsuccessful ventures, and parastatal
problems have absorbed a
disproportionate share of the time and
energies of senior civil
servants who might better have been concentrating
on other
policy issues.
As early as 1979 a commission headed
by Philip Ndegwa,
now Governor of the Central Bank, urged
the government to
examine more closely the soundness of:
the commercial ventures
in which it had invested arid to better
monitor the companies
/ Cf. Government of Kenya, Report of
the Working Party on
Government Expenditure, 1982.
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which had been granted subsidies.

The government has continued

to inject funds into businesses that "would
not meet normal
viability or profitability criteria." In fact,
it has simply
bailed out promoters of unsound ventures or
provided backing
for businesses over which it was unable to
exert any managerial
control. Examples of ineffective or inefficient
parastatal
management abound. One major money loser
is the Kenya Meat
Commission (KMC), which has failed to take advantage
of a
lucrative market for meat products available
close by in the
Middle East.

It has only temporarily been restored to
profitability in the past. by the injection
of expatriate
management under contract.
The government. is fully aware of the costs
of its state
owned industries and parastatals, but is unsure
how to solve
the problem. Where the government has used
parastatal enter
prises as instruments of public policy (such
as the purchase of
cereals by the National Cereal and Produce Board),
it has been
urged to subsidize these entities with marked
subventions so
that measurement, of the efficiency of the entity
as a purely
commercial venture will be possible. Deficiencies
both in
quality and quantity of all levels of management.
are compounded
by the lack of clear objectives, conflicting
instructions to
management. from different government departments
and the
failure of the government I.o inform parastatal
managers of
future financial policy.
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Prospects for Change
There is evidence that the government under President Moi
is intellectually committed to reduce the parastatal burden
by
divestiture or other means, but. it remains to be seen whether
it has the necessary political will. The problem of parastatals
was mentioned in the platform of the only political party,
KANU, prior to the 1983 elections. In his inaugural address

to

the nation as President., on October 12, 1983, Moi said:
"...There will be a switch of some investments from
Government-owned institutions to the private sector.
It is quite clear that th Government is unnecessarily
involved in commerical ventures which could better be
handled by the private sector.

However, I must add

that although the Government. will encourage more
private investments, it will nevertheless continue in
selective investments which are considered to be in
the public interest to do so."
The President has returned to the theme more than once since
then and has threatened to fire Ministers who fail to observe
the published guidelines for the soundness of new public
investment.
However eager the government. may be to shift some of the
financial burden of parastatals to the private sector, it faces
a number of constraints.

Apart from the broad category of

parastatals that will not be divested for reasons of national
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security or because they are deemed essential to development,
There are profitable enterprises of which the government has
shown little intention of disposing.

The private sector is

unlikely to purchase companies that have consistently lost
money and which, under current market conditions, show little
promise of making a profit no matter how efficient they
become.

In contrast to some other countries, the private

sector has available substantial liquidity and a management
cadre experienced in large-scale ventures exists, so that the
capital and skills for purchase of some parastatals probably
does not pose a major problem.
Divestiture is an easy solution for ethnic and political
reasons as well.

The Kenyan government remains acutely

conscious of the popular animus toward the Asian minority.
Although the government

has said that. divestiture will be only

to Kenyan citizens, (t.o preclude the accusation that control is
being turned over to expatriates), it.is generally accepted
that the government means only black Kenyans.

Yet the Indian

Kenyans possess substantial capital and entrepreneurial skills.
An even more important obstacle to wholesale divestiture
is

the political risk involved for Moi's government.

The

Working Party's report. cited earlier put.s the point with some
delicacy:
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"Political considerations occasionally override merit
suitability and experience in the appointment of
parastatal board members and chief executives and
their management and personnel decisions in turn are
often politically motivated to the detriment of
parastatal efficiency.

As a result., conflict among

senior personnel occurs more frequently over political
matters than over issues of substance (and the latter
are often given only secondary consideration.)"
Parastatal boards have long been used in Kenya, particularly
under former President

Kenyatta, as refuges for defeated

politicians who were persuaded not to run again for office in
return for a well-paying chairmanship.

This use of parastatals

as pay-off vehicles has never created widespread public
resentment except in particularly egregious cases.

Indeed,

given the widespread business interests of President Moi
and his ministers, they have directly or indirectly benefit ted
from the parastatals.

The convenience of parastatals also

extends to civil servant.s who may have used them as invesiment
opportunities for their surplus funds; sudden divestiture would
bring about often unwelcome accounting and tax revelations,
although conflict of interest. through investment by civil
servants in mixerd enterprises does not appear to arise as a
moral issue for the society.
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There

is some question whether the Kenyan political

apparatus will pay more than lip-service to the government
divestiture program, or any other effort seriously to weaken
parastatals in the immediate future.

Despite the strength of

the economic arguments for divestiture advanced by the World
Bank,

the IMF and private donors, too much may be at

stake from

from the personal point of view of local politicians and
interest groups.
Divestiture also will have to be accompanied by incentives,
the

removal of disincentives,

other parts of the economy.

to private sector activity in
Allowing manufacturers to freely

import raw materials, as well as conducting export promotional
campaign, would help to increase private sector initiative and
therefore raise the prices likely to be paid for divested
enterprises.

Textiles, edible oils and transportation are

among the early candidates for divestiture, but even action on
these will have to await

further clarification of the

government's long-range economic policies.
national transportation company, KENATCO.
fact.,

showed a profit.,

to the government
irregularities.

An example

is the

KENATCO has, in

although no dividends are beinj

Leturned

because of internal accounting
KENATCO could be operated privately if

divestit.ure were undertaken with the guarantee that private
management would be free of day-to-day government interference.
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Increased unemployment resulting from the divestiture of
public companies does not

appear to be a primary concern of the

government since efficiently managed,businesses could well
expand and absorb additional employees in the longer term.

The

success of the divestiture program turns more on the
government's courage infacing up to the inevitable objections
from prominent. politicians, ministers, parastat.al executives
and board members, not from the general public.
If the industrial and agricultural sectors of the economy
continue to decline, financial stringencies will force the
government to act.,

if only to reduce the present burden of

subsidies on t.he national budget.

But. the disposal process

will inevitably be slow and tortuous and the external donors
have limited leverage t.o apply.

Eventually, the government.

could expand the role for business by releasing the subsidies
formerly given to the parast-at.als for private sector use, and
eliminating existing economic disincentives.

Divestment and AID Programs
External donors can continue to have a role in persuade the
Kenyan government to implement its privatization policy.
World Bank, the IMF arid AID will be the major actors;

The

other

bilateral donors do not appear to share as fully in the
conviction that
part

the private sector should play a more important

in the economy.
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One instrument for AID is the Structural Adjustment Grant
of $28

million, made

in 1983.

Thepurpose of the grant is

"to

provide critical balance of payments and structural changes
needed to redress
This grant.,

the underlying problems of the economy."

along with other programs,

such as the 81-82 CIP

fertilizer program, are designed to encourage greater reliance
on the private sector and market mechanisms.
the Kenyan government

Grant Agreement

Under the Program

agrees, inter alia, to

reduce quantitative restrictions on imports, encourage exports,
allocate scarce budget

resources to high priority investments,

impose sanctions on restraint of trade and, more particularly,
"prepare strategies and mechanisms
Government's interests
the July, 1982

for divestiture of

in public enterprises as recommended by

'Report and Recommendations of the Working Party
AID Public Housing and Rural

on Government Expenditure."
Credit programs will
role in both the

further support a growing private sector

rural and urban economy.

The Kenyan regime sincerely intends to live up to the
Covenants.
example,

Reduced government. use of foreign exchange, for

increased the country's reserves within a few months.

Implementation of

the agreement on divestiture will,

take considerably longer.
commitment.,

Notwithstanding the President's

no substantial moves toward disinvestment can be

expected before 1985 or 1986.
in draft

however,

The

State Corporations Bill, now

form, before the Advisory Committee on Parastatals,
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must first be passed.

This Bill is expected to provide for

each publicly owned company to be governed under its own
charter rather than under a general public charter as is now
the case.
Progress in implementing the Covenants is monitored by a
monthly meeting of officials from AID and of the Ministry of
Finance.

The Kenyan government strongly supports greater

private involvement in public housing construction and
privatization of fertilizer distribution, but has emphasized
that donor pressure to increase the speed of divestiture would
be counter-productive and suggested that. donors keep a low
profile on the issue until the government has formulated its
own program.
This should be interpreted not as foot dragging its, but
rather as a symptom of the delicacy of the political issues to
be resolved.

AID should be prepared to respond to any official

requests for assistance on divestiture techniques and resolving
other non-political problems.

At the same time, AID should

stress the importance of the private sector in any new
investments.

The Kenyan government also could benefit by

learning from the divestiture experience of other countries at
a like stage of development.

Demonstration of, or experience

with, other LDC divestment procedures would be of particular
value to Kenyan officials faced with implementing government
policy.
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In addition to encouraging divestiture, the mission in
Nairobi cooperates with the Kenyan government by making grants
to a number of voluntary agencies to provide technical help to
small entrepreneurs.

The commercial banking system might also

be more effectively used to encourage the development of new
business enterprises.
The Kenyan government genuinely wants to reduce the burden
of its many parastatals and state-owned industries, but it has
yet to work out just how to do so with the least possible
political damage.

SUDAN
Sudan has been in a economic crisis since the mid-1970's
which shows

little sign of abating.

Current account deficits

have risen annually and the deterioration in Sudan's trade
balance more than offset

increased external transfers.

mid-1982 its external indebtedness

amounted to $7

By

billion and

its debt servicing obligations exceeded projected export.
receipts.

Sudan's

inability to repay

its external creditors,

both public and private, goes back well over a decade and its
debt burden has been repeatedly rescheduled.
exchange crisis derives in part from

ill

Its foreign

advised domestic

policies, such as placing low priority on agricultural
investment,

reducing incentive for farmers through low cotton

prices, mismanageing its debt,

and excessive reliance on public

enterprises, price controls and subsidies.

To right

itself,

Sudan requires not only massive and continuing external aid to
keep the economy afloat
readjustment

but also substantial structural

to rationalize economic activity and to enable the

private sector to play a much more central role than it has
since the beginning of the seventies.

Sudan is in the paradoxical position of having a healthy
private sector despite its sick public sector.

Unlike most

African countries Sudan had, in the sixties, substantial
private-sect.or economic activity, and the present government is

now showing, albeit often reluctantly, a desire to adopt a
degree of privatization after its disastrous decade of mis
management.
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The situation is complicated by the fact that in many
respects Sudan is two countries.

The Christian south is

separated economically and culturally from the Arabic north,
and communications, largely by river, are long and arduous.
The south has felt itself to be a neglected step-child, resents
the development efforts on the north.

In discussions with

Sudanese government officials in the private sector persons
none eve. mentioned the south; it did not appear to figure in
their calculations.

But Sudan's recent turbulent history

suggests that if the Khartoum government is to retain control
of the country, it must make an excraordinary efforts to ensure
that the south receives a fair share of modernization projects.

Official Attitudes Toward Divestiture
TheNimeiry's government has officially stressed the
necessity for a return to the private sector.

The President

has repeatedly lauded the role of private businessmen and, in a
recent speech to the Sudan-U.S. Business Council in Washington,
the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
reiterated the government's view that the private sector is
expected to share the burden of implementing the development
plan.
The government's effort has to be led by the Encourage
ment of Investment Act of 1980, designed to strengthen
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investment by the private, mixed, national, cooperative and
foreign sectors.

Under the Act, incentives such as exemptions

from business tax and duties are offered and guarantees against
nationalization and confiscation provided, as well as the right
to transfer abroad profits, interest and capital ensured.
Implementation of the Act is entrusted to the Bureau of
Investment which is, in theory, intended to provide a
"one-step" investment service for prospective investors.
Proposed projects are studied by a Technical Secretariat that
makes recommendations to a Consultative Committee representing
government ministries; in turn this Committee recommends to the
Minister of Finance and Planning whether or not a project
license should be granted.

Priority is given to agricultural

and transportation initiatives.
While the idea of a "one-stop" investors' service is
attractive, in reality bureaucratic red tape and the inevitable
slowness of government procedures, combined with an underlying
suspicion of private enterprise on the part of Sudanese
officials have meant. that very few projects have been approved
(and even those are

ften a result of the investor's personal

connections with a member of the government.

The Committee is

required to respond to the investor within three months of his
submission of the project, but the response usually is that the
project is "under study."

The Sudanese policy-and decision
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making structure is simply not equipped to speedily answer an
investor's questions.

Bankers and other private investors

constantly refer to the absence of firm government policies,
extensive bureaucratic delays and inefficiencies, and the
necessity of knowing the "right people" as being major
hindrances to investment expansion.
The Agricultural Bank of Sudan presents an interesting
case of a state-owned enterprise that is seeking in a modest
way to encourage private initiative in the vital agricultural
sector.

The bank, begun in 1959 with private-sector financing

for cotton, did well until 1969 when, for political reasons, it
was taken over by the government.

Productivity declined

sharply in the nationalized cotton projects over a decade.

Now

the bank is again becoming involved in granting credit for
private-sector agricultural projects, particularly in western
Sudan.

The bank's capital resources at present include small

commerical deposits and loans from foreign and international
donors.

It has some 30 branches and is beginning to advance

credit to small businesses supplying fertilizer, engines and
pumps to remote rural areas.

However, the bank still views

research and extension services as being more important than
the availability of credit since farmers must learn the uses
of
fertilizer and good farming practice before they become aware
of the need to buy it.

The bank see its representatives in
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rural branches as playing the roles of social worker and
extension agent as much as that of provider of credit.
In contrast the role of the Industrial Bank of the
Sudan, another state-owned enterprise, is to put together
investors, domestic and foreign, with potential Sudanese
private-sector industrial producers.

However, the bank sees

the transfer of existing state-owned industries to private
hands as being part of a slow process in which the government
will have a continuing role, since it is unlikely that private
entrepreneurs will have sufficient capital, or the desire, to
buy up the government's larger enterprises.

(Banks are not

willing to extend credit to individuals for the purchase of
state-owned industries, and the concept of a limited-liability
company with many shareholders, as opposed to a family-owned
business, is still foreign to the Sudanese entrepreneur.)
The Industrial Bank makes loans to new businesses but.
only after an exhaustive inquiry.

Even so, its default rate is

high, because of unrealistic estimates by producers of start-up
costs, improper production scheduling or too rapid amortization
schedules.

The bank concentrates on small production, not

service, firms, and has participated in the textile, edible
oils and flour-milling industries.

It will finance a maximum

of two-thirds of the needed investment and helps its borrowers
solve marketing, accounting and management problem
loan follow-up department.

through its

The Ministry of Industries must
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approve all loans, and it, as well as the Ministry of Finance,
are represented on the bank's board.

Clearly the bank is

restricted by its official sponsorship but, since its capital
source is government, there is little way in which it can
increase its available lending resources.

Candidates for Divestiture
Unlike Kenya, Sudan's economy is not strong enough at
the present time to allow large-scale divestiture directly to
the private sector.

Such divestment as does take place will be

selective and partial, and will occur in stages.
candidate is the River Transport Corporation.

A prime

The Corporation,

owned by government, is engaged in the vital activity of moving
freight on the Nile between the north and south.

It owns boats

and provides the channel markers and other navigational
facilities and storage and port facilities along the river.
Notoriously inefficient because of its monopoly status, the
Corporation hinders competition in a field where private
operators could perform the services more cheaply and
efficiently.

It is estimated that the White Nile could handle

ten times the traffic it does now under competitive
transportation market conditions.

The few private operations

now existing are profitable and more could be established if
government licensing procedures were simplified and

accelerated.

One major operator is seeking to establish an
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integrated transport service with trucks from Port Sudan
connecting with river freighters for the south.

(The only

danger with this proposal is that the owner's excellent
government connections could enable him to substitute a private
monopoly for the one now held by government.

Ideally, the

government should restrict it activities to navigation, buoys,
dredging and port facilities, leaving actual freight operations
to private owners, eventually phasing out the RTC entirely.
AID's River Transport Agricultural Marketing Project is
encouraging divestiture, but internal political considerations
are preventing rapid change the granting of transport operating
licenses is a political decision at the ministerial level.
Sudan's textile industry has made some strides toward
privatization.

One major private mill with Iraqi financing is

operating at a profit, working three shifts a day while a
neighboring government plant stands idle, supposedly for lack
of foreign exchange to modernize the machinery.

The textile

industry is highly labor intensive, giving the union

substantial influence since the government counts on its
support.

Progress in privatizing the textile industry has also

been seriously hampered by severe and continuing shortages of
electric power.
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The sugar industry represents a different form of
divestiture.
largest

The Kenana sugar project, one of the world's

(120,000 acres), has been managed since its inception

by an American firm, Arkel International. Originally brought
into the project as an engineering consultant, Arkel took over
full management in 1974 on a cost plus fixed fee basis.

Nearly

two-thirds of Keana is owned by Arab investors, one-third by
the Sudanese government and the remainder by Japanese investors
with Sudanese partners.

The project produces more than 165,000

tons of sugar annually, uses the residual fiber for steam pro
duction, and from the steam generates electrical power for
irrigation.
grid.

Surplus power is fed into the national electricity

The project directly and indirectly supports 75,000 to

100,000 people and employs between 9,000 and 12,000 Sudanese.
The company provides extensive training for local
management, and is able to retain many graduate engineers in
the face of the much higher salaries offered in the Gulf
states.

The project has been profitable for all concerned and

is a conspicuous
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example of what can be accomplished by a state-owned enterprise
under efficient expatriate management.

The government is

seeking to make a similar arrangement. for, or to privatize
completely, four other sugar factories as well as some textile
and cement plants.

(The only other profitable state-owned

entity at the moment is said to be the Seaport Corporation.)
Sudan suffers, as do most other countries at its stage
of development, from a shortage of middle-and top-level
management in both the public and private sectors.

As with

Jamaica, the problem has been made more acute by the
brain-drain of technical and managerial personnel abroad, in
Sudan's case to neighboring Arab states.

To help respond to

this skill loss, the Ministry of Finance operates a Management
Development Institute.

The Institute offers basic courses in

management and financial control to civil servants and private
sector technicians, and in cooperation with the University of
Dublin, provides six-month courses leading to a diploma with
specialization in marketing, production or finance.

Some

60-70% of the 500 students are employed by public corporations,
the remainder in the private sector.

The Institute also

responds t.o requests from entities such as Kenana and the
Seaport Corporation for special on-sight seminars for
management. trainees.

Nevertheless, the Director of the

Institute complained with some bitterness that except for
Kenana, workers much of the training is lost to Sudan by the
departure of graduates to the Gulf and that it is difficult to
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retain good teaching staff, given the opportunities available
in government and business.

Disincentives to Privatization
The government insists in its Public Investment Program
Plan that "future development of manufacturing is to
be left to
the private and joint, sectors."

It estimates that about

one-half of Sudan's economic activities are undertaken
by the
private sector, and that. the greater part of the six
million
acres under mechanized farming, all of the 10-12 million
acres
under rain-fed traditional farming, and the entire
output of
fruits, vegetables and livestock are in the private
sector.
Despite these optimistic noises, however, there are
ominous signs that
a rocky one.

the road to continuing privatization may be

The pricing system and the handling of foreign

exchange must be changed before the private sector will
be
anxious to expand its role substantially.

Private firms are

unlikely, for example, to import and distribute wheat
as long
as bread prices are controlled for political reasons.
Moreover,
the state is reluctant to divest itself of -abor intensive
firms which make up most of the 25 or more large public
industries.

The trade unions form an important arm of the

government's political party, and therefore prefer
to negotiate
with the government.

They also fear serious reductions in

employment from privatization.
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The 1983 manifesto of the Sudanese Socialist Union,
makes clear its

continuing emphasis on the public sector,

based on the belief that the government, should control the
country's economic infrastructure, its mineral and irrigated
agricultural resources and the banks.

The manifesto states,

"The Party does not intend to liquidate, paralyse or weaken the
public sector.

But if we find it. advisable to get. rid of

unproductive units, that. should not. be construed as liquidating
or weakening the public sector but as restructuring,
consolidation and stabilizat.ion"

(p. 17).

Banks, the document

further argues, should concentrate on small-scale projects,
especially in rural traditional industries.

The party's views

are not determinative, since in Sudan a single leader is
paramount, but they may help illustrat-e his thinking.
More di,;couraging for the private sector,
establishment., April,

was Nimeiry's

1982, of the Military Economic

Corporation, later renamed, for cosmetic reasons, the Military
Economic Board.

The Board is operated by high-ranking militar,

officers and employs enlisted soldiers as semi-skilled labor.
The ostensible justification for the Board is that,

"The Suda..

has realized that insufficient use is being made of the
equipment. and technical expertise available in the armed
forces.

With a view to enabling the armed forces to contribute

to the economic recovery programme by using these surplus
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resources and to provide productive employment for retired
servicemen, the government has established the Military
Economic Board."

(Emphasis added)

Within a year and a half the

Board has become a giant holding company controlling seven
sectoral corporations and move than thirty limited companies.
One of these, the Military Commercial Corporation, designs and
executes marketing policies, obtains licenses and concessions
from the state, controls all major public-sector trading with
the exception of cotton.

The MEC is now the sole import agency

for textiles and pharmaceuticals from Egypt and the sole
exporter of melon seeds.

The corporation claimed a profit of

nearly six million dollars in 1982-83.
The private sector regards the MEB with very considerable
apprehension, not only because of its scope but also because
inevitably it will be favored by the government over individual
private-sector initiatives.
Chairman.)

(After all, the President is its

A recent study concluded:

"It can very potentially

stifle the indigenous private sector by not only taking over
the existing private companies but also by the 'crowding out'
effect -- that is by drying up the existing credit allocations
for private business lending by becoming the sole agent in
internal and external trade and by monopolizing
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public, foreign and local deals and public bilateral
contracts. "/
Despite government arguments to the contrary, the Board
cannot be interpreted as a private-sector entity -- at least.
not by any normal definition.

The Board can draw financing

from the military budget, private investment and foreign grants
and loans and is not accountable to the government. for its
financial operations.

It also provides lucrative retirement

jobs for senior military officers.

In sum, the Military

Economic Board, if allowed Lo continue to expand in the way it
has over the past eighteen months, could become a serious
competitor to private entrepreneurs.

Its very existence seems

to contradict any government policy statements favoring the
private sector.

AID Programs and the Private Sector
The role of AID, in coordination with other bilateral
and international donors, in encouraging the private sector can
be critical in the coming years. Because of the continuing
crisis in the Sudanese economy, donors could have substantial
leverage to effect changes Sudanese governemnt policy.

The

Mission is already addressing the question of private-sector

1/ Study of the 14EB by Ravi Aulach, AID/EPP, September 1983.
This study contains details on the organization of tLhe Board.
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activity. The Policy Analysis and Implementation Project,
initiated in 1983, will finance through ESP the services of
private firms to help manage ailing parastatals with the intent
to bring them to a stage of profitability that will make them
attractive to private-sector

investors.

Under the Regional

Finance and Planning Program efforts will be made to increase
overall central and regional government efficiency by revising
training courses for financial officers.

Other projects will

help improve regional budgeting in agriculture.

The new

Macro-Economic Policy Project is designed to assist the
government's policy planning for economic development.
Perhaps most significant for the country as a whole is
the River Transport Agriculture Marketing Project.

The program

is to improve the efficiency of river transport between Juba
and Kosti by encouraging divestiture of the River Transport
Corporation and increasing the private sector role in river
transport.

If successful, the project, by encouraging cheap

and efficient river transport operated by competitive
orivate-sector companies will not only of reduce the isolation
and poverty of the south but

also of promote a sense of

political unity in the country which is sadly lacking today.
Technical assistance and training in river operations and
credit. for initial capitalization of new enterprises will be
part of the project.,

but these can be effective only if the

government's licensing procedures are markedly simplified,
speeded up and depoliticized.
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the Agricultural Production and Marketing Project, which is
designed to assist
and products.

the private marketing of agricultural inputs

In addition, private road transport to evacuate

farm products will be developed through the Western Sudan
Agricultural Market Road project.
These and other projects should help implement the
government's expressed desire to rely more heavily on the
private sector in development.

The concentration of private

capital in relatively few hands could present a danger of
substituting a private for a government monopoly in some cases
but careful allocation of credit can prevent

this.

The AID

mission may, however, run into conflict wit.a the Military
Economic Board if the government continues to insist that the
Board's activities are part of the private sector.

Pressures

to assist some of the Board's multiple activities could present
serious questions for the mission, particularly if the feared
domination of the export-import process by the Board occurs.
Nimeiry's government has not yet squarely faced the
political problems of large-scale divestment.

But once that.

process is begun, government and party officials will hopefully
recognize that. their best

interests are served by relaxing the

predominant and often disastrous hold over the economy
exercised by the state over the past decade.
seen, however,

It remains to be

just how strongly the government is committed to

implementing its professed policy goals.

ell

INDONESIA

Of all the countries covered
holds perhaps

in this report,

Indonesia

the most complex attitudes toward the relationship

between the public and private sectors of

the economy.

As in

other developing countries the government expresses a growing
interest

in increasing the importance of the private sector and

correspondingly reducing the now predominant role of
owned enterprises.

state

President. Suharto has recently made public

statements on the subject, and various

ministries have

indicated a growing receptivity to proposals to strengthen the
private sector.

But

the issue is made more complex by the

country's geography, colonial history, and ethnic problems, and
the governmen.'s basic philosophy of the role of the state in
the general welfare of the community.
Geographically Indonesia stretches over an
of land and water.
very difficult.

immense area

Communications are time-consuming and often

Government operations decentralized and there

is a wide diversity of cultural backgrounds in the population.
The central island, Java, is extremely densely pnpulated;
is at a premium.

For this reason, the government

promoting the Transmigration Project
over-crowded central
land

land

is intensively

to move people from the

land mass to the outer

islands where new

is available and food production can be expanded.

But
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transmigration requires capital, planning and organization,
most of which must be provided by the government; the private
sector has only a subsidiary role.
The Dutch colonial period left a deep imprint on the
structure of the economy, the psychology of the people and on
the role the independent government perceives for itself.
Dutch estates were nationalized, giving the government
substantial control over management of the country's
agriculture sector -- a control which the government. has been
loathe to relinquish.

After years of political turmoil in

which thousands of people lost their lives, the central
government has now been in firm control long enough to be sure
of itself and of where it wants to go.

To get there, it is

fully aware that. it needs outside help--financial (despite the
new riches from oil),

and more particularly technical.

The

government, appears to harbor little resentment of external
advice and foreign participation in the economy, but at the
same time has set definite boundaries to the activities of the
non-Indonesian community -- not only of foreigners but
especially of the ethnic Chinese minority, some of whom are
several generations Indonesian.
The fact that a very substantial part of the trading and
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merchant operations in the economy have been, and are, in
Chinese hands affects the attitude of the government to any
kind of private enterprise.

Indonesians at all levels are

determined to maintain Indonesian control of the economy, and
every effort at privatization is examined in light of this
goal.

A proposal that might result in Chinese domination of

any sector will fail to gain official approval.

(Though

Chinese business skills are looked upon with suspicion and
resentment, official policy will tolerate a Chinese role where
it appears to be in the national interest, and cases of
cooperation appear in somewhat unlikely places.
Indonesian society is extremely complex -- so much so that
the outsider may only be able to scratch the surface of the
network of family and clan relationships that make the society
and government run more smoothly.

For the foreigner this web

of personal connections may be troubling and often frustrating;
to achieve a goal requires indirection,
great deal of time.

intermediaries and a

In particular, to approach the Indonesian

private sector with American preconceptions of business
relationships -- especially in the field of conflict of
interest -- is to invite delay, obstruction and sometimes
failure.

Thus, joint. ventures are often the most promising,

route to success, since the right. Indonesian partner can
shepherd t.he vent.ure through bureaucratic roadblocks and the
maze of interpersonal connections.
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From the outset of

independence

the government has made

clear that natural resources will
be controlled by state-owned
companies, cooperatives will provide
the basic needs of the
people --

fertilizer, rice,

kerosene -- and the private firms

will be confined to other areas.

In 1967 the government

established the National Logistics
Agency
was

(BULOG) whose purpose

to ensure an adequate food supply
for the populace through

appropriate producer

incentives.

Pricing and procurement

policies were determined by an
inter-ministerial technical
group.

BULOG has since become the sole

importer of rice, corn

and sugar and acts as the price-stablizing
agency for wheat and
cotton as well.

It sets

soybeans and mung beans.
five thousand of

floor prices for corn, peanuts,
Local cooperatives

them by 1984 --

inputs of fertilizer

(KUD's) -- some

channel the distribution of

and pesticide to the farmers.

As with

rural cooperatives

in other LDC's, the KUD's tend
to be

inefficient and to

raise distribution and purchasing

Moreover, fertilizer
PUSRI,

is largely produced by the government-owned

leaving little scope for private-sector

agriculture except

costs.

investment in

in secondary crops, which are handled

entirely by private traders.

Despite BULOG's predominance,

rice and other crops are marketed
at the village level by small
traders, and the distribution of
fertilizer --

drawn from

cooperative warehouses below the
county level remains in
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p&rivate hands.

However, above the local levels government

plays the major role in agriculture.l/
State-owned corporations dominate virtually
every other
sector of the economy. Given the extreme
difficulties of
production and distribution in the remoter
island areas of the
country, it is not surprising that the state
should have
stepped in where the private sector would
not find opertions
profitable. But in areas of concentrated
population there is
no reason the state-owned enterprises should
not be forced to
compete with efficient privately owned, Indonesian-run
firms.
Many publicly owned corporations operate'efficiently
under able
management, however, often with external technical
assistance;
their success is attributable to the fact
that they are
operated very much like profit-seeking private
entities.

The

reluctance of the government to turn these
industries over to
the private sector derives from a combination
of ideology, fear
of domination by ethnic Chinese, and, most
importantly, desire
to control every sector of the economy to
ensure a constant,
reliable and financially stable source of'
supply of products it
believes to be critical to the national welfare.
An interesting case in point is the pharmaceutical
indus
try, which is dominat.ed by Kimia Farma, a
large government
owned manufacturer.

The economy is a well-managed and

1/ Cf. here the important study on fertilizer
production and
distribution prepared for AID by Louis Berger
Intl., 1983.
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efficient operation supplying the greater part
of the 1700
products regictered in Indonesia.

It works closely with the

few private pharmacentical firms, some American,
still
operating in the country under royalty and licensing
agreements.

Because of the government's strong commitment to

family planning and the need for oral contraceptives,
Kimia
Farma, originally a Dutch private company, large-scale
distributing the product throughout
of AID.

the count.ry with the help

Expatriate managers of pharmaceutical corporations

view investment. in Java in the health industry
as now
essentially closed to outsiders, although those
firms currently
in business will continue to be profitable.
The distinction between the public and private
sectors
often is blurred. Indonesian military officers
may hold both a
government position and be active in a private
corporation at
the same time, and the military operates a number
of corpora
tions not only to supply the armed forces but
also to finance
the milit.ary itself out of the resulting profits
-- yet on the
surface these could be mistaken for private ventures.
An
automobile dealership may be in private hands but.
may be a
monopoly through an exclusive franchise.

And Pertamina, the

state-owned and operated oil company, is Indonesia's
largest
public-sector operation but foreign private firms
drill for its
petroleum.
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Neither Kimia Farma nor Pertamina are candidates for
divestment under present Indonesian conditions any more than is
BULOG, the rice importer.

The government simply regards them

as being too crucial to the community's well-being and to its
political control to be placed in private hands.

Although the

government, will continue to play the major role in distributing
and marketing imported basic foodstuffs, other areas of the
agricultural sector are being opened to the private sector.
18 new sugar mills only 9 will be publicly owned.

Of

Twenty out

of 26 new palm oil projects were snapped up by Chinese
entrepreneurs but it is unlikely that all of these will be
allowed to remain under private control.

(In fact, this further

illustrates the underlying tensions constantly created by the
success of Chinese merchants in identifying private-sector
opportunities: the

government hopes to counter-balance Chinese

domination of the commercial sector by strengthening the
cooperative movement, but private investment of all kinds will
contine to be slowed by the inherent

distrust of success by any

non-Indonesian ethnic group.)
The nuclear estates present. a possible avenue for entry by
private agro-business groups into agriculture.

These estates,

nationalized from former Dutch owners, are government-owned but
small farmers operate three-to-five acre plots for the estates
and an additional two acres for themselves.

While the estate

is being developed, the farmers are paid and instructed in
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modern farming methods; marketing and processing are taken care
of by the estate.
facilities.

Ultimately the farmers could own the estate's

An American agri-business group has proposed a

nuclear-estate project in which private farmers would become
shareholders and the estate management would act for them to
distribute farm equipment.

An Agro-Business Council, separate

from the Chamber of Commerce, is also under discussion.

AID and the Private Sector
The mission in Jakarta is fully aware of the complex
interrelationship of the private and public sectors and the
government's reluctance to allow too broad a scope for private
initiative.

Any work to encourage the private sector will

therefore require government's blessing, and will have to occur
in areas that correspond with the overall official philosophy.
To accomplish its goals the mission will have to work with
public-sector entities given their omnipresence, but this does
not preclude projects to strengthen the private sector at the
level of village distribution of consumer goods and trading in
agricultural produce.
The mission is engaged in a variety of projects that will
ultimately help the private sector.

The primary one is the

Private Sector Development Exploratory Project, which is
designed "to strengthen the Indonesian Private Sector through
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training and links to the U.S. private sector and to provide
information to Indonesian decision makers about opportunities
to develop the Indonesian private sector".

The project assumes

that the "lack of skilled managers and equity are the two
biggest factors holding back the development of a strong
Indonesian private sector."

To help remedy the skill problem,

the Project envisages sending Indonesian entrepreneurs and
senior and mid-level businessman selected by an Indonesian
board, to the U.S. for training in business schools.
To encourage contact between the Indonesian private sector
and U.S businesses, funds also will be used to train the staff
of the government's Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board
(BKPM), which will help identify potential U.S.-Indonesian
joint investment activities and assist American business to
explore opportunities in Indonesia.

A forthcoming series of

studies will deal with a the possibility of establishing a new
institution to provide venture capital, ways to assist U.S.
firms in planning investment in the country and opportunities
for smaller scale enterprises to participate in Indonesia's
regional development.

The project will also be concerned with

developing a capital market, and will focus on the capital
acquisition problems of private Indonesian firms.
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In addition to reinforcing the management capibilities of
the Indonesian private sector, this Project should have
beneficial long term effects on the Indonesian government's
views on private foreign investment.
points out,

As the Project

Analysis

"the government's attitude toward foreign

investment is ambivalent."

The government recognizes the value

of private investment as a vehicle for the acquiring foreign
technology and capital, it has serious reservations about the
long term social and political impact of non-Indonesian
influence on the economy.
Investment is encouraged by tax exemptions and holidays and
relief from import duties, and investors problems are simplified
by a "one-stop service" organized by the Investment Coordina
tion Board.

These incentives are, however, offset by the

gcvernment's determination to make private investment

compatible

with official long-range development plans and by its strong
sense of nationalism.

A 1978 law requires that companies Lake

Indonesians (pribunis) as joint venture partners and turn
majority ownership over to them within Len years.

Firms must

agree to a schedule to train Indonesians to replace expatriate
workers.

The law closes some areas to foreign investment

entirely if the government considers them sufficiently developed

or related to national defense; others that. are open are
reserved for Indonesians exclusively.

Foreign companies may

not own land, an inhibition to agro-business investment.
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While such regulation of investment is understandable in
the light of the government's national development goals and
its concern to protect its citizens from exploitation, these
restrictions have undoubtedly inhibits private investment
flow.

Officially approved investment amounted to $1.2 billion

in 1981 but actual investment was only some $379 million.
Declining oil revenues may prompt the government to relax some
controls and develop a more coherent long-range investment
policy but other constraints on the private sector--the lack of
business infrastructure and trained personnel and administrative
and bureaucratic hurdles--have yet to be overcome.
The government is responsive to the concerns of the
Indonesian private business community, but it endeavors to re
solve problems only within the framework of its larger national
goals.

Assistance provided under the Private Sector Development

Project therefore emphasizes industries to which the government
attaches high priority such as sugar by-products, machine
building and ele'.tronics.

Low labor costs could potentially

make Indonesia an important regional center for component
assembly but competition from other South Asian countries will
require the government to coordinate its official position
toward foreign investment. and accrue greater continuity in
private investment policy.
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Other AID projects aimed at supporting the private sector
are the Secondary Food Crops Project and the Financial
Institutions Development Project.

The first of these addresses

marketing problems of these crops in both the public and
private sectors.

Private traders have been the principal

market outlet in past and their activity could be greatly
increased by quality improvement,

more storage facilities, and

improved reliability of supply so long as the market prices for
the products exceed official floor prices.

The Financial

Institutions Development Project will support the development
of a rural network of self-sustaining financial institutions to
service employment generating ventures.

The Project will

assist the government in restructuring and improving the system
of rural credit at the village level, thereby increasing access
to credit for the small entrepreneur and trader in the informal
business sector.
The point has not yet been reached in the Indonesian
context where external donors are free to help the private
sector directly without. government intervention or oversight.;
their programs are subject to Indonesia's nationalist and
ethnic considerations.

The complex interrelationship between

the public and private sectors makes it even more difficult to
single out the private sector for assistance.

Because such

large sectors of economic activity still come within the domain
of state-owned enterprises, the AID mission will have to work
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with them in order to accomplish its broader program goals.
However, AID project.s will help overcome official distrust of
private ventures, particularly if they emphasize the training
of Indonesians for a greater private sector role.
Despite the state's dominance in many sectors of the
economy, if small farmers, traders, village merchants and
service operations are counted, the private sector generates
the bulk of employment in the country.

It is estimated that

there are 13 million small self-employed entrepreneurs and that
99% of all industrial establishments are small or cottage
industries.

As one project document observes, "The private

sector should not be misconstrued to be limited to urban
activities or modern sector industries."
In short, privat-e entrepreneurship in the Indonesian
economy are alive and thriving.

In spite ofgovernment

disincentives, private investment is growing relatively
steadly, though at a modest rate.

Projects aimed even

indirectly at encouraging this growth are acceptable to the
government if they fall within prescribed limits.

It seems

clear, however, that., if the government can be convinced by
demonstration and results that an increased private sector role
will yield higher living standards without exploitation, these
limits may be raised within the next few years.

BANGLADESH

Bangladesh provides one of the developing world's more
spectacular examples of denationalization of the public
sector.

In a brief seven-year span an essentially socialist

economy has been transformed into one which places an
increasing

reliance on the private sector

The country was born out of a bloody

and market. forces.

and destructive civil war

in 1971 and its turbulent political history since then has seen
the assassination of two presidents.

It

is now governed by a

Martial Law Administration headed by the Chief Martial Law
Administrator

(CMLA), General

Ershad,

since March 1982.

East Bengal had a history of underdevelopment even under
British rule
backwater,

in India.

Something of a political and economic

its agricultural lands provided the products for

busy industries of Calcutta.

After the Great

the

Famine of 1943,

attributed by the Bengalis to private-t.rader machinations, the
British assumed control of food grain wholesaling and the
government

became both economic provider and decision-maker.

Under the twenty-four years of Pakistani

rule East Pakistan's

economy stagnated and Bengali small entrepreneurs suffered from
severe discrimination while West Pakistan prospered.
therefore, not surprising

It is

that the newly independent

Bangladesh government distrusted the private sector, and had a
strongly socialist tinge.
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The 1971 war not only disrupted or destroyed much of
Bangladesh's modern economy but led to the flight of capital
and, for the second time, the departure of the best managers
(the former Hindu managers had fled in 1947 after Pakistan
gained its independence).

Pakistan had invested almost no

capital either in industry or in infrastructure.

The

government had little option but to nationalize the mills and
other businesses left behind by the departing West Pakistani
owners; those that were not abandoned were seized in revenge
for the bitter conflict.
The Bangladesh economy had begun to recover slowly by 1975
but government inefficiency and corruption hindered progress.
Political uncert.ainty, combined with the country's lack of
diversified resources, low industrial productivity, chronic
lack of capital growth, and rapidly expanding population, led
to almost insurmountable economic difficulties.

If this were

not enough, the rapid rise in the cost of imported petroleum
and simultaneous fall in the world market price of Bangladesh's
chief export, jute, brought. the country to a crisis point in
balance of payments

and foreign exchange shortages, despite

almost $10 billion in foreign aid.
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The government started to place greater emphasis on the
private sector as early as 1975 and began a gradual process
of
divestiture in the following years, returning to private
hands
a substantial number of very small businesses.

This process

was greatly accelerated by the New Industrial Policy announced
by the CMLA in June 1982.

Under the NIP nationalized jute and

textile mills were to be returned to their former Bangladeshi
owners, exclusive public-sector activity was to be limited
to
six areas, and government was to be divested of abandoned
industries that had been taken over.

Key industries, including

jute and textiles, were to be opened to concurrent public
and
private participation while shares of government-owned
enterprises were to be offered to the public.

Management of

some major industries would be contracted out to foreign
contract operators.
The MLA lost no time in implementing its new policy.

After

a little more than a year 32 jute mills and about 20 textile
mills were returned to private owners.

Four newspapers and 3

magazines were denationalized; the government-owned fishing
fleet of 7 trawlers (but not the fish-processing facilities)
were removed from the Bangladesh Fisheries Development
Corporation.
The government has sweeping plans for further divestiture
in the chemical industry, where the state-owned corporation
will be reduced from 60 to 18 entities; the Sugar and Food
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Industries Corporation will be forced
to concentrate on sugar
mills alone.
The Steel and Engineering Corporation
will be
reduced from 36 to 8 units, though
the 8 being retained have
been the corporation's largest money
losers.
The contemplated
sale of government shares of multi-national
firms operating in
Bangladesh will probably be more complicated
and take more
time.
The stock market on which these shares
will be offered
has had very limited activity and,
since these shares will
offer a relatively safe investment,
they will be attractive to
local investors to t.he detriment of
any new investments.
The government's determination to divest
itself of much of
the money-losing public sector was
attributable perhaps in part
to the traditionally conservative stance
of a military regime.
But by far the chief motivating force
was the critical state of
government finances:
continued subsidization of the public
owned sector was clearly out of the
question.

Losses in the

state-owned manufacturing plants amounted
to almost three
billion taka ($1 U.S.-24.52 taka)
in FY82, led by the Jute
Mills and the Texile Mills Corporations.

The combined losses

of Petrobangla and the Power Development
Board amounted to a
further three billion taka.l/ Official
policy of financing

1/ Figures are drawn from the World
Bank, Bangladesh:
Economic Trends (March 1983), p., 40

Recent
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losses in the public-sector corporations through
commercial
bank credit while maintaining overall interest
ceilings further
reduced the working capital available from
these banks to
private sector investors. Projected losses
for 1983 were much
lower, both because of divestiture and also
greater freedom,
under the NIP, of public-sector entities to
pass on cost
increases to consumers. The government's concern
over public
sector losses has been reinforced by pressures
from
international and bilateral lending agencies
to put the
country's economic house in order; the government
simply could
not afford to risk anyone withholding aid.
The process of divestiture was carried out. with
remarkable
speedily, little disruption of production and
no strong public
protest.

The Divestment Cell of the Ministry of Industries,

headed by a civil servant with British legal
training, devised
the procedures for the actual transfer of the
jut.e and textile
mills.

This involved tracing down former shareholders,

arriving at an
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agreed valuation of the assets, transfer of shares to the
former owners, and arrangements for payment to the Ministry for
the shares over a stated period.

One critical point was

determination of the nationality of the shareholders.

Any

shares held by West Pakistanis were not returned to them and
shareholders under the new agreement were required to prove
Bangladesh citizenship.

Shares held by non-citizens were then

offered to qualified national shareholders, usually former
owners, at the market price.
By and large, this complicated procedure went fairly
smoothly, particularly considering that it had to be
accomplished for a large number of entities within a two-month
period.

The government scrupulously observed the law, to avoid

challenges to the handing-over agreements, and kept bureau
cratic red tape to a minimum.

Inevitably there were complaints

that assets had been undervalued and that the government was
selling the national property too cheaply.

Lawsuits are still

pending in cases where tracing the heirs of deceased owners or
shareholders proved difficult or impossible.

The normal

procedure of British law under which taxes owed to the
government receive first priority in repayment of a firm's
debts was varied to place claims of employees at the top of
the list..

Employees were offered the option of leaving with

the benefits that. could be clairned under the period of
government operation of the mil.1 or accepting an employment
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contract with the new owners for one year.

The private owners

were required to agree to maintain the same
number of employees
for a like period; at the end of that Lime
they are presumably
free to reduce employment to achieve greater
efficiency.

This

agreement expires in the case of early divestments
in
December,1983.

Experience has shown that the private owners

have been able to reduce employment

by attrition and

elimination of "phantom" workers to levels
acceptable to the
labor unions.
Many of the abandoned mills deteriorated under
public
management. and had to be rehabilitated with
government help.
More efficient

management must

debt. was restructured.

be introduced and in some cases

Moreover, profitable operations

depended on a rational government

pricing policy, particularly

in view competing with mills retained by the
government.
Textile mills were allowed to vary price according
to quality
and demand; for the jute mills profit.ability
depended not only
on efficient. operation but
for the product..

on improvement

in the world market

By the mid-1984 divestiture in both Lh,

and textile industries was an apparent

jute

success; private owners

were making substantial profits as compared
to losses suffered
by the same mills under government ownership.

Divestiture in

other industries will be slower and more cumbersome
because, as
the World Bank points out,

"The current, climat.e for privtte

industrial activity is generally not propitious
and many of
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the public enterprises do not represent potentially good
investments."l/

Private investors will remain hesitant to

undertake new ventures until the long-term effects of
privatization are clearer and some of the present tariff
and
credit disincentives are reduced.

Denationalization of

commercial banks has opened up the banking sector to investors
and increased the private sector's share of the available
credit, much of which has hitherto been available only to
the
government.

A more flexible approach to interest-rate policies

is serving to mobilize internal savings for private investment.

Reactions to Divestiture
The MIA's announcement of its divestiture policies was
greeted with general approval by the press and the private
sector.

In its enthusiasm the press attributed an almost

miraculous decline in consumer textile prices to divestiture
practically before the new owners had taken over and optimistic
predictions were made for a rise in jute prices to the
farmers.

The private sector considers divestiture to be an

encouraging sign of the future direction of government policy,
particularly since the jute and textile industries were the
only ones with significant private Bangladeshi participation
prior to nationalization,.

1/ Idem P. 66
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Opposition to the government's program came,
predictably,
from the former managers of the returned mills,
from government
officials and from academics. The labor unions
adopted a
cautious wait-and-see attit.ude. Managers of
the jute units
remaining in government. hands were initially
skeptical of the
effect of private competition in a depressed
market while the
Steel and Engineering Corporation managers resented
the
government's plan to invite multinational firms
to take over
direction of the divested plants in an attempt
to bring them to
profitability. The die-hard ideologues of the
government
supported Institute of Development. Studies insisted
that. the
nationalized industries had not been given an
adequate chance,
in view of the depressed state of the world economy
and that,
in divesting, the MLA had given in to the pressures
of
international bankers. They further argued that
there was no
tradition of private capital accumulation in
Bangladesh, but
rather one of trading which enriched a few families
at the
consumer expense.

Nevertheless, they are convinced that

privatization has come to stay, particularly
in light of the
presidential election projected for 1984 which
could legitimize
Ershad's position as president.
Overall, the objections appear to pose little
threat to the
NIP or to the military rulers.

The vast. majority of

Bangladesh's 95 million people, whose livelihood
depends on
agriculture, is more concerned with the adequacy
of rainfall
than with the abstractions of public or private
ownership.
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AID Projects

and Private Enterprise

The Bangladesh government will continue to remain a major
actor in the economy despite its efforts to rely more heavily
on market forces.

Further policy changes by the MLA are

necessary to encourage the private sector and both domestic and
foreign private investment.

However, external donors have

found that the government is amenable to suggestion for
economic policy reforms.
Foreign Assistance to the government to build an infrastruc
ture to improve internal communication directly helps the
private sector; Bangladesh's geography and climate make it a
reliable all-weather road system imperative to ensure that
agricultural outputs get to processing plants.

Reduced distri

bution costs and a reliable flow of goods and services to rural
consumers also would enhance the operation of market forces.
The mission is engaged in projects specifically directed
toward the private sector.

In a country where only 2% of the

population has access to electricity, the Rural Electrification
Project encourages the development of village rice mills and
other small industries a,, well as improving water control by
electric pumps.

The continuing Fertilizer Distribution Project

is helping to establish a framework in which private companies
will distribute fertilizer nationwide from ports and factories,
and by 1985 assume the entire distribution operation.

The

Rural Industries Project is testing a.number of new techniques
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and products for industries serving the rural community.

A

large proportion of AID assistance necessarily
goes to small
farmers to help increase food grain production.

Private

distribution of seeds, fertilizers, and irrigation
and water
control devices have all been aided by various
projects like
the Water Management Systems Project which promotes
the local
private manufacture of pumps and spare parts.
To provide employment

altfernatives to agriculture for a

growing rural population the mission has provided
assistance to
the Bangladesh Small-Scale and Cottage industries
Corpora.ion
(BSCIC).

The energetic manager of this government entity
is

creating a network of small producers of crafts
n
level for the export market.

the village

Particular emphasis is being laid

on production by women to supplement

the family agricultural

income.
Finally, AID has projected a rural credit. scheme,
the Rural
Finance ?roject, which will channel local currency
to smail
private borrowers who would otherwise have no access
to credit.
Hitherto banks have been reluctant to lend to anyone
but
larger ent.repreneurs who present the least credit
risk.
But.
AID's Rural Finance Experiment has demonstrated
that small
operators will borrow at market int.erest rates
and can be
relied upon to repay loans.
Because of Bangladesh's heavy reliance on external
aid,
donors have substantial leverage in pushing policy
reforms.
AID is the country's second largest donor, so suggestions
by
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its mission are given a fair hearing.

Bangladesh does not

suffer from the inherent tensions created by the presence of an
ethnic minority now that the West Pakistanis have departed.
The Bangladeshi are aware of near by examples of successful
private enterprise development, such as Thailand and Singapore,
and the government has for some years been receptive to private
foreign investment and offered attractive concessions to
multi-national firms.

Morbover, the private sector is actively

seeking partners for joint ventures even with a newly
competitive commercial banking system, Bangladesh still finds
itself with limited domestic funds for investment.

Finally, no

regime is likely to retreat from privatization, in the
immediate future, if for no other reason than that experience
has shown that public ownership leads to financial chaos.
Bangladesh's program of rapidly selling more than ninety
substantial public industrial units to the highest bidder has
been a bold step forward.

It is significant, too, that not all

of these companies were money losers; some had been earning a
reasonable profit by Bangladesh standards.

The ultimate

succcess of the program is still problematical:

divestiture

has given the private sector a psychological shot in the arm,
though some private entrepreneurs will still have reservations
unless divestiture is accompanied by reforms in pricing,
tariffs, foreign exchange and economic policies.
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A broader implication is that Bangladesh's
experience can
be looked at by other LDCs as a demonstration
that divestment.
can be achieved without upsetting the
political apple cart.
The specific circumstances of the Bangladesh
situation cannot,
of course, be duplicated elsewhere;
each country will have to
adapt its divestment effort to its
own internal situation. But
the fact such an extensive program
has been undertaken can
provide a valuable lesson to others
who wish to take the same
road.

A

NOTE ON MALAYSIA

Among the developing countries that have initiated
privatization programs, Malaysia stands out for the extent of
the changes contemplated
ambitious nature of
announced its

in the public-private mix and

its program.

"Malaysia Inc.'

Early in 1982 the government

policy designed to transfer large

sections of the hitherto public-sector dominated economy into
private hands.

The current effort

Economic Policy

(NEP) which goes back some thirteen years.

is an extension of

the New

Although the NEP had the somewhat different goal of transferring
30%

of corporate ownership to Malays and other indigenous

peoples,
to reduce

"Malaysia Inc.0

reflects the government's overall aim

its role in the economy because it can no

longer meet

demand for new products and better quality services.
Malaysian SOE's have suffered acutely from many of the same
ills as have those

in other developing countries:

low

productivity, proliferation of statutory boards and government
cororations
growth

(434 of them by an 1980 count), and concommitant

in the bureaucracy to man them.

Public investment

development expenditure have risen to 43%
product. (compared to

18%

to SOE's amounted to 10%
expenditures in
employment

1982.

in Thailand for

and

of the gross national
example).

Subsidies

of the Malaysian federal government's

Political

interests have prevented

reductions in SOE's and corruption and mismanagement

have been widespread.
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To reverse this trend, the government
hopes to have
private investment, with heavy emphasis
on manufacturing, reach
76% of the investment total by 1990.
Most outside experts,
however, believe this goal is overly
ambitious since
manufacturing, as opposed to commodity
production, requires
longer term investment and substantially
greater availability
of trained indigenous management..
The Malaysian government wants to hive
off to private
interests a wide variety of public sector
activities,
particularly in the agricultural, processing,
manufacturing,
retailing and banking sectors.

Examples of the government's

sweeping plans include:
1) Awarding a private TV license to a
joint foreign and
domestic venture in July, 1983.
2) Jointly constructing and operating
an aerial mass
transit system for the capital, Kualalumpur,
by private
investors and the municipal government..
3) Opening the field of telecommunications
such as the

sale of telephones and tele-printing equipment
to the private
sector.
4) Allowing private sector participation
in electricity

generation and distribution.
5) Transfering the Port Klang Authority's
port facilities
into private hands.
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6.)

Undertaking feasibility studies looking forward to

the transfer of national rail lines and the national airline to
private operators.
7.)

Conducting studies of moving social services to

private sector ownership and management.
Malaysian officials have been quoted as saying "We want
as little government as possible" and "We want government to be
smaller, more mobile and more efficient.."

The government has a

motive for supporting privatization, apart from the financial
desirability of divestiture: aiding the shift in emphasis in
domestic investment from mining and plantations to high
technology manufacturinq and large industrial enterprises
before the end of the decade.
In view of the extensive nature of the privatization
proposals, it is not surprising that they met with skepticism
in some quarters and outright opposition in others.

In

general, the private sector has welcomed the new moves, though
many investors believe that the government. is proceeding too
rapidly, proposing to transfer more assets than can be absorbed
by domestic investors (particularly in view of the NEP limits
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on foreign ownership).

Capital formation is still relatively

slow and there is a limited number of large potential private
investors; to help overcome this problem the government is
planning to permit commercial banks to take equity positions in
new private projects to increase the private sector's capital
base.

Moreover, issues of asset pricing, private sector

operational autonomy and divestiture policy coordination all
await clarification.
The trade unions are vigorously oppose some aspects of
the program.

The country's two major trade union federations,

for example, have vehemently denounced the proposed transfer of
social services and port and railway facilities.

Union leaders

fear reduced employment under private firms and deteriorating
working conditions if the new private (especially foreign)
participation will cause firms to embark on cost-reduction
measures.

The threat of massive trade union action has caused

the government to step back from some of its announced plans,
it has promised that. "strategic" agencies, such as the National
Padi and Rice Authority will remain untouched so that "the

interests of the people and nation are not jeopardized."l/

l/ Cf. the article, "Unity in Adversity", The Straits Times,
Oct. 19, 1983.
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Despite such reservations among interest groupstge
divestiture program has gained widespread popular support.
Disenchantment with the results of SOE's has been mounting and
the Malay community, in particular, sees in privatization an
opportunity to hasten indigenous participation in the modern
economy.
It is still too soon to judge privatization efforts in
Malaysia, but even if they are partially successful they will
substantially reverse the roles of the public and private
sectors.

The progress of the program is worth close

observation and study over the next two or three years, to
evaluate not only what a far-reaching divestiture program can
accomplish in a country where the incidence of poverty is still
around 30% but also for the lessons that may be applicable to
other countries at a like stage of development.

/

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In most developing countries
state-owned and controlled
enterprises have been, with
rare exceptions, a continuin
drain
on national treasuries for
losses.

They have been

the subsidies necessary to
offset

inefficiently managed and
have

increased unnecessarily the
cost of the goods and services
they
produce.
The concept of divesting
these enterprises to the
private
sector has been gaining increasing
attention in all parts of
the Third World.
free themselves

A

realization by governments
of the need to

from the burdens of state
ownership, both

financial and bureaucratic,
has been matched

by a growing

conviction on the part of
the private sector

that many of these

entities could be profitable
as well as assets to development.
Though the ability of private
ent.repreneurs to assume the
management of these industries
varies from country to country,
they are willing to seek
help from external donors.
Governments are adopting
this fresh view of the role
of
private sector stems for three
major reasons.
First, the

the

political

leadership has generally
matured from t.he heady days
of political nationalism after
independence.
Two decades of
experiments in socialism that
were the reaction to the
capitalism of the colonial
period are now being replaced
by a

new pragmatism that looks to practical
results rather than to
ideological purity.
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More important has been sheer financial necessity.
Successive economic crises, stemming from mounting internal
deficits,.increasing balance of payment problems and foreign
exchange shortages, combined with stagnating economies, have
caused governments to realize that they can no longer afford
the luxury of making up the huge losses in public sector
enterprises--moneys that could put to better use in new
development projects.

Foiced debt reschedulings and pressure

from external public and private lenders for sweeping economic
reforms before further assistance is to be forthcoming.
Finally, the arguments originally used to justify state
intervention have become less forceful after twenty years of
self-rule and development.

At the time of independence the

only source of capital usually was the government and the only
reservoir of trained management was the civil service trained
by the former colonial administrations.

Today modern

managerial capability exists in the private sector in some
degree and capital is available from private sources although
in limited amounts.

The "social overhead" of state-owned

enterprises that previously justified losses is often no longer
needed or applicable

Goods and services supplied by these

entities because they were deemed essential and no one but
government would take the risk,

can now be created in many

cases more economically by the private sector.

The major

obstacle to divestit.ure has very frequently been political, not
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economic.

SOE's have become the vehicles through which

political debts were repaid, favors given to faithful party
members or retirement havens for the military or former
politicians created.
Of course, governments will not always be able to
dispose of state-owned enterprises, even if they want. to.

In

some countries like Indonesia, fears of domination of the
private sector by a commercially skilled ethnic minority will
pose an obstacle.

In others, such as Somalia, the private

sector is not yet everywhere sufficiently developed to operate
the public firms more effectively than can the government.
Moreover, aspects of economic activity over which governments
consider control to be essential to the common welfare,
national security or political viability of the regime will be
retained regardless of the ability of the privat.e sector to
provide profitable substitutes.

Divestment in many countries

will be cent.ered on product producing rather then regulatory
entities.

So, for example, cereals marketing boards or agencies

having exclusive control over the importation, marketing and
pricing of essential food grains will not be prime candidates
for divestiture because they are politicallly too sensitive.

Likewise, the constant availability of bread or rice at
popularly acceptable prices outweighs, in the government's
view, any disadvantages of st.ate control over supply and
marketing mechanisms.
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Finally, state-owned enterprises whose losses have been
so great and so continuous that the private sector has little
or no interest in acquiring them are unlikely to be divested
soon.

Included in this group are national railroads, ocean

shipping operations, national electric companies and, very
frequently, national airlines.

Most could never be expected to

turn a profit even under the best of circumstances, but in the
case of airlines, for example, national prestige often demands
that they be retained regardless of loss.

But with these

reservations, the fields open to divest.ment are extensive
enough to provide ample opportunities for domestic private
secLor initiative and joint ventures involving foreign capital
and management.
Complete sale of assets is not, of course, the only way
for governments to free themselves from direct management of
state-owned ent.erprises.

A variety of devices to bring about

profitability while maintaining government control are being
tried.

Chief among these is some form of management contract

with either a !domestic firm or, more usually, an expatriate
managing compa'ny, which supplies skilled personnel for a
temporary period while training indigenous successors.

This

has proved to be a successful strategy in cases where no local
privite entrepreneurs were willoing Lo pay the government's
sale price.
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The growing

recognition by LDCs that market

forces can

successfully replace government direction presents an
opportunity for external

donors to

broader economic reforms that

will

urge di.'estment,

press for

improve the ovecall climate

for private enterprise, and establish projects in the private
sector to help prepare entrepreneurs to assume control of
divested units.

AID has a particularly

U.S. business is

seen in most. developing countries as a source

of capital and modern skills and
reasons of

language and,

important. role since

technology.

in Sout.h-East

motives, the Japanese are not held

In contrast, for

Asia, suspicion of their

in such

high

regard.

In

coming years AID projects will have the opportunity to
encourage moves

from the public to the private sector

directly assist

the expansion of private sector

To take advantage of
1)

Issue a clear

and

investment.

its opportunity, AID should:

and forceful statement

of AID's policy

on the divestiture of state-owned and parastatal enterprises.
AID should commit

itself,

where appropriate and

assist the move from public to private sectors.
statement would be of value to

feasible, to
Such a policy

foreign governments contem

plating divestiture and to the country missions desiring a
policy sanction
2)
however,
series of

for projects directly assisting divestit.ure.

Undertake a policy statement. is of
wit.hout

guidance and means

for

its

limited value,
implementation.

studies to show how divestiture can be accomplished

A
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and how it is being handled in the LDC's that have started the
process.

These studies would detail the processes used

elsewhere, the mechanisms that need be created, the pitfalls to
be avoided and the ways to find suitable private sector buyers-
in other words, the studies would be designed to provide
technical help to governments that understand the necessity for
divestiture but do not know how to proceed.
also report

The studies might

Lhat experience has shown divestiture to be possible

without undue political risk.

Finally, the series should, as

far as possible, cover different. national situations and stages
of the privatization process since no one method is applicable
to every country.

Studies could include Jamaica, Malaysia

(where the process is already advanced),

Thailand, Bangladesh

and Senegal (for its particular contrat-plan approach).
3) Work with those countries where a substantial
state-owned sector is retained.

Projects should be designed to

improve the efficiency and productivity of state-owned
enterprises to help reduce their losses.

Doing so will also

make such entities more attractive to the private sector as
possible acquisitions should the government eventually be
persuaded to divest.
4) Concentrate on management
complaint. everywhere is about
level managers.

quality.

The most common

the shortage of top and middle

Training programs both at home and abroad are

essential to increase t.he number and quality of public sector
ma nage r s.
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These recommendations should be adopted
in the light of
the coordinated strategies developed by
individual country
Missions.

Privat.izat ion cannot

improvement

be divorced

in macro-economic policy planning anC the

operational climate for the private sector,
of

red tape,

improvement

from simultaneous

through reduction

rationalization of tariffs and customs
procedures,
in access to credit,

training entrepreneurs

is not

unless the private sector

and so on.

likely to

Similarly,

fulfill

its promise

is able to function and government

policy decisions are clear and consistent.
5)

Provide special

help to local privat.e sector

investors through CIP programs, which can
allocate different
portions of

their resources to the private sector depending
on

individual country circumstances and t.he
Mission's overall
program. AID can exercise some influence
over
private sector

the way the

uses the CIP program and on the pricing

structure of privately produced goods and
services.
6) Offer

specific help and advice where the government's

privatization efforts are focused on specific
industries.
Agency can help analyze an

industry's

financial positoion,

operation, and marketing prospects by providing
consult-ants
work with local

officials,

It can advise on the best

finding and selecting potential buyers,
domestic, and on
help of

arranging financing for

foreign capital provided

The

to

methods of

either foreign or
the sale, wit.h

by private sources or

the
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international agencies, such as the International Finance
Corporation.

Where a management contract is considered desir

able, AID can assist the government in finding firms with a
specialized knowledge of production and marketing of the
specific commodity, particularly if an expanded export program
is envisaged.
It is correspondingly critical to extend and enlarge
training projects for the private sector to provide the manage
ment cadre necessary to man future industrial enterprises.
AID's management training programs have been welcomed in many
countries and the demand for their graduates will grow as
divestiture spreads.

Domestic training facilities are grossly

inadequate in most LDC's, and will become even less so as
enterprises grow in size and complexity.

Without sufficient

management capability the private sector will be unable to
convince the public and government that it can more effectively
and efficiently run the state enterprises.
It is in the mutual interest of the United States and
the developing countries to reduce the role of state-owned
enterprises wherever governments are amenable.

This reflects

our own nat.ional philosophy, and promotes financial stability
and development by reducing the present drain on LDC budgets.
In addition to demonsLrating the effectiveness of the private
enterprise system, successful divestiture may well provide
selective investment opportunities for American firms in the
coming years.

